Evaluation of the PROMIS Upper Extremity Computer Adaptive Test Against Validated Patient-Reported Outcomes in Patients With Basilar Thumb Arthritis.
The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) Upper Extremity (UE) computer adaptive test was developed to reduce test burden and improve precision. We hypothesized that, in patients with thumb basilar joint arthritis (BJA), (1) PROMIS UE would correlate with established patient-outcomes (PROs), (2) PROMIS UE would require less time and fewer questions than current metrics, (3) there would be no floor or ceiling effects, and (4) PROMIS UE would not correlate with radiographic disease severity. Patients presenting with a primary diagnosis of thumb BJA completed the Quick Disabilities of the Arm Shoulder and Hand (QuickDASH), Thumb Disability Examination (TDX), Patient-Rated Wrist Hand Evaluation (PRWHE), and PROMIS UE. Radiographic disease severity as described by the Eaton scoring system was recorded. The relationships among PROs were described with Spearman correlation coefficients. The presence of a floor or ceiling effect was confirmed if greater than 15% of patients achieved the lowest or the highest possible score, respectively. One hundred patients with thumb BJA formed the sample for this study. A good to excellent correlation was identified between PROMIS UE and QuickDASH. There were good correlations between PROMIS UE and TDX as well as PRWHE. The PROMIS UE was significantly less time consuming (average: 58.5 seconds vs QuickDASH, 92.2; TDX, 62.6; and PRWHE, 144.7), and required fewer questions than current metrics (average: 4.9 questions vs QuickDASH, 11; TDX, 20; and, 15). In addition, there were no appreciable floor or ceiling effects. Radiographic disease severity did not correlate with PROMIS UE. The PROMIS UE has a good to excellent correlation with QuickDASH and good correlations with PRWHE and TDX. In addition, PROMIS UE required less time and fewer questions than established PROs. There were no floor or ceiling effects. Used as a single PRO, PROMIS UE may be a practical alternative to legacy scales in patients with thumb BJA. The PROMIS UE PRO instrument may be a valuable addition in the assessment of patients with basilar thumb arthritis.